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8. Meeting and lecture list

SAGES2007 (Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons)

2. Shimizu S: APAN Medical WG Activities,
Spring 2007 Internet2 Member Meeting,

3. Shimizu S: DVTS experience with telemedicine in Asia-Pacific,
Spring 2007 Internet2 Member Meeting,
Washington DC, USA, 2007/4/23-25, Workshop

4. Shimizu S: Remote Medical Education Using Academic Network in Asia-Pacific
HIMSS Asia Pac 07-Conference & Exhibition
Singapore, 2007/5/15-18, Educational lecture

5. Okamura K, Shimizu S: DVTS experience with telemedicine in Asia-Pacific
The 4th GEANT2 Technical Workshop,

6. Shimizu S: Telemedicine activities in the future
Post graduate course: Laparoscopic Surgery,
Seoul(Bundang), Korea, 2007/6/4, Invited lecture

7. Shimizu S: Current Project of APAN Medical Network,
International ICT-Conference, Asia-Pacific Weeks 2007
Berlin, Germany, 2007/9/10-23, Invited lecture
8. Shimizu S:
High-quality telemedicine project over Asia-Pacific Advanced Network: Possible collaboration with Kazakhstan,
Kazakhstan State Medical Academy,
Almaty, Kazakhstan, 2007/9/26, Invited lecture

9. Shimizu S:
Endoscopic Surgery: Current Status in Japan and Future in Asia,
National Research Medical Center,
Almaty, Kazakhstan, 2007/9/27, Invited lecture

10. Shimizu S:
Expansion of medical activity to Asia-Pacific and Western Countries,
Core University Program Seminar,
Jeju, Korea, 2007/10/1-2, Workshop

11 Shimizu S:
Update of telemedical activities in Kyushu University Hospital,
ANW (Advanced Network Workshop)
Seoul, Korea, 2007/11/1-2, Oral

12. Shimizu S, Yada S, Nakashima N, Okamura K, Tanaka M:
Asian-Pacific tele-endoscopy project using next-generation internet.
Asian Pacific Digestive Week 2007,
Kobe, Japan, 2007/10/15-18, Oral

Experience of remote robotic Tele-Surgery using minimally invasive surgical system made in Japan
The 19th International Conference of Society for Medical Innovation and Technology (SMIT2007)
Sendai, Japan, 2007/11/19-2, Symposium

14. Shimizu S, Han HS, Okamura K, Nakashima N, Tanaka M:
Remote surgical education using super-fast academic network in Asia-Pacific
The 19th International Conference of Society for Medical Innovation and Technology (SMIT2007),
Sendai, Japan, 2007/11/20-22, Symposium
15. Shimizu S:
   Advanced telemedicine project in Asia-Pacific and possible collaboration with
   Europe-Importance of cooperation between doctors and engineers,
   Health Science community-IRCCS Conference,
   Roma, Italy, 2007/12/12, Invited lecture

16. Shimizu S:
   Endoscopic network: How to make it happen?
   7th International Workshop on Advanced Endoscopy
   Bangkok, 2007/2/19-21, 2008, Invited lecture